What is the definition of mareh?

What is the definition of marah?

What is the definition of chazown?

Where in the book of Daniel do you find these words translated as vision?

Explain the relationship of mareh and chazown to each other in the book of Daniel.

Identify five times in Daniel where this relationship is illustrated in Daniel.

What is being described in Ezekiel 21:24–27?

How is Zedekiah represented in Ezekiel 21:24–27?

Provide five representations of “remember” at the Sunday law.

What are the seven last kings of Judah?
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What do those kings represent in Millerite history?

In the last seven kings of Judah, which kings represent the number four?

In the last seven kings of Judah which kings represent the three angel’s messages?

Where do the last seven kings of Israel tie into the last seven kings of Judah?

Identify four places where the lasts even kings of Judah are represented as the seven
thunders.

How many satanic kingdoms did the pioneers identify in Daniel two?

What are those satanic kingdoms?

How many satanic kingdoms are there in the fourth kingdom?

How many satanic kingdoms in Revelation seventeen? There are two right answers for this.
Provide both answers.

Where does the prophecy of Revelation thirteen begin?
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Where does the prophecy of Revelations seventeen begin?

Where do the last six verses of Daniel eleven begin?

Align the last six verse of Daniel eleven with the overturning of Ezekiel twenty-one.

What is the five waymarks in the structure of Daniel 11:40–45, Revelation thirteen and
fourteen, and Revelation seventeen and eighteen?

What is the primary subject of Daniel 11:40–45, Revelation thirteen and Revelation
seventeen?

What is the significance of Revelation 17:1?

Explain the warning of Revelation 16:15.

How many ways is progression represented in Daniel two?

What is represented by the progression in Daniel two? Give three answers.

How is the progression represented in Daniel eight?
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What does the progression of Daniel eight teach about the USA?

What is the progression of Revelation seventeen?

What is represented by the power, seat, and great authority in Revelation 13:2?

What are the dates and histories associated with Revelation 13:2.

What do the power, seat, and great authority represent at the end of the world?

What cause and effect issue brings the trumpets of Revelation into history?

Explain Daniel 8:11.

What are the two words translated as “take away” in Daniel 8:11, 11:31, and 12:11?

What do the two words mean?

Explain Daniel 11:31.
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Explain Daniel 12:11–13.

What are three correct meanings for Daniel standing in his lot?

Who asks the question in Daniel 12:6?

In Daniel 12:7 what is the “power of the holy people?

In Daniel 12:7 what is the scatter?

In Daniel 12 where is the forty-six years of Millerite history represented in one verse?

What prophetic periods are marked in Daniel twelve?

Who are the robbers of thy people in Daniel 11:14 and what three things do they do?

When is it that men stand before the judgment bar or judgment seat of Christ?

What is the distinction between the church militant and the church triumphant?
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Explain the rule of first mention.

Give three examples of the rule of first mention.

Which book is sealed and which book is open?

Where is the book of Daniel unsealed in the book of Revelation?

Where does the book of Revelation arrive in Millerite and our history?

Provide six illustrations of the ten-fold confederacy in prophecy.

Provide six illustrations of a two-horned or duel power in prophecy.

Why did you want to come to the School of the Prophets?

When was the kingdom of grace instituted?

When was the kingdom of grace established?
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